An individual's intrinsic mode preference and responsiveness to level-of-service variables affects her or his travel mode choice for a trip. The mode preference and responsiveness will, in general, vary across individuals based on observed (to an analyst) and unobserved (to an analyst) individual characteristics. The current paper formulates a multinomial-logit based model of travel mode choice that accommodates variations in mode preferences and responsiveness to level-of-service due to both observed and unobserved individual characteristics. The model parameters are estimated using a maximum simulated loglikelihood approach. The model is applied to examine urban work travel mode choice in a multiday sample of workers from the San Francisco Bay area.
Introduction Introduction Introduction Introduction
Most work travel mode choice models are based on the random utility maximization (RUM) framework of microeconomic theory. The RUM framework assumes that an individual's choice of mode on any choice occasion is a reflection of underlying indirect utilities associated with each of the available modes and that the individual selects the alternative which provides her or him the highest utility (or least disutility). The indirect utility that an individual associates with each mode is not observed to the demand analyst, who then assumes that this utility is composed of three components: a) an intrinsic individual-specific mode bias term that varies across individuals and that represents the bias of the individual toward the mode due to observed and unobserved (to the analyst) individual factors (such as sex, lifestyle and culture), b) the utility that the individual derives from observable (to an analyst) level-of-service characteristics offered by the mode for the individual's trip, and c) a mean-zero random term that captures the effect of unobserved modal characteristics and/or unknown measurement error in modal levelof-service attributes (more generally, this final third term represents the effects of all omitted variables which are not individual-specific). Ideally, we should obtain individual-specific parameters for the first two utility components; that is, for the intrinsic mode biases and for the subjective evaluations of modal level-of-service attributes. However, the data used for mode choice estimation is usually cross-sectional or comprises very few observations on each individual. This precludes estimation at the individual level and constrains the modeler to pool the data across individuals. In such pooled estimations, the analyst should in some way accommodate taste differences (i.e., heterogeneity in intrinsic mode biases and heterogeneity in responsiveness to level-of-service attributes) across individuals. In particular, if the assumption of taste homogeneity is imposed when there is taste heterogeneity, the result is inconsistent model parameter estimates and even more severe inconsistent choice probability estimates (see Chamberlain, 1980 ; the reader is also referred to Hsiao, 1986 and Diggle et al., 1994 for a detailed discussion of heterogeneity bias in discrete-choice models).
Taste heterogeneity may be incorporated in travel mode choice models by introducing observed individual socio-economic characteristics as alternative-specific variables and by interacting level-of-service variables with observed individual characteristics (such as using a "travel cost over income" specification or using a market segmentation scheme). However, it is very likely that taste heterogeneity will remain even after accounting for differences in observed individual characteristics (see Fischer and Nagin, 1981) . This taste heterogeneity due to unobserved individual attributes is generally ignored in travel mode choice modeling.
In this paper, we formulate a multinomial-logit based model of work travel mode choice that accommodates taste heterogeneity due to both observed and unobserved individual attributes. The formulation ensures the correct sign on the level-of-service parameters (for example, a negative coefficient on the time and cost variables) for all individuals. The model takes the form of a random-coefficients logit (or RCL) structure. The RCL structure has been known for a long time, but there have been few applications of this structure. The primary reason is that the choice probabilities in the RCL structure do not have a closed-form expression and generally involve high dimensional integration. However, in the past few years, the advent of simulation techniques to approximate integrals has facilitated the application of the RCL structure (see Bhat, 1996; Ben-Akiva and Bolduc, 1996; Brownstone and Train, 1996; .
The mode choice model in this paper is estimated from repeated work travel mode choices of workers obtained from a multi-day travel survey conducted in the San Francisco Bay area. It is important to note that repeated mode choice data from workers is needed to accommodate unobserved variations in intrinsic mode biases across individuals. In conventional cross-sectional work mode choice models which use a single observation for each individual, it is impossible to separate out the effect of unobserved heterogeneity in intrinsic bias from the effect of omitted variables that are generic to all choice occasions (see Bhat, 1996 for an application that allows variation in level-of-service responsiveness, but is unable to accommodate unobserved heterogeneity in intrinsic mode preferences since it uses crosssectional data).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the formulation and estimation of the RCL model used in the paper. Section 2 presents the empirical results obtained from applying the model to an urban mode choice context. The final section provides a summary of the research findings. 
where is a vector of observed variables (including alternative specific constants), is a corresponding coefficient vector which may vary over individuals but does not vary across alternatives or time, and is an unobserved extreme value random term that captures the idiosyncratic effect of all omitted variables which are not individual-specific. is assumed to be a) identically and independently distributed (iid) across all choice occasions and b) independent of A number of different specifications may be used for the coefficient vector in equation (1). To facilitate the following discussion, we partition the coefficient vector :
where is the coefficient sub-vector on the alternative specific constants and is the coefficient sub-vector on the level-of-service variables. One possible specification is then to write each element of the as a deterministic function of an observed vector of individual characteristics ( ), and to maintain a fixed value (across individuals)
on the level-of-service coefficients ( ). This specification corresponds to the standard multinomial logit (or MNL) model and is the one generally adopted in mode choice modeling.
A second specification is similar to the first, except that it relaxes the assumption of homogeneity (across individuals) in response to level-of-service changes by specifying the level-of-service coefficient associated with the kth level-of-service variable (k=1,2,...K)
as a function of an observed vector of individual attributes: . The '+' sign is applied for a non-negative response coefficient (such as the coefficient on frequency of service) and the '-' sign is applied for a non-positive response coefficient (such as the coefficient on travel time or travel cost). This second specification corresponds to a multinomial logit model with parameters entering the utility non-linearly. We will refer to this specification as the deterministic coefficients logit (DCL) model. A third specification superimposes random (unobserved) heterogeneity over the deterministic (observed) heterogeneity of the second specification: and , where are assumed to be normally distributed across individuals. We will refer to this specification as the random coefficients logit (RCL) model. Our RCL model specification differs from (and is more general than) the RCL model specification used by Revelt and Train (1997) , Jain et al. (1994) , Mehndiratta (1996) , Train (1998), and Bolduc (1996) . Specifically, these other studies do not allow the distribution of the random taste coefficients to vary based on observed individual characteristics.
In the RCL specification of this paper, we assume that the elements in each of the random vectors are independent of the elements in the other vector, and that each element in a vector is independent from other elements in that vector.
The normal distribution assumption for the elements in the vector in the RCL model implies a log-normal distribution for the level-of-service coefficients. Specifically, the kth levelof-service coefficient is log-normally distributed with the following properties (see Johnson and Kotz, 1970) : a) Median = , b) mode = , c) mean = and d) variance = , where is the variance of the kth element of the vector An useful property of the log-normal distribution is that the ratio of two independent log-normally distributed variables is also log-normally distributed. Therefore, a log-normal distribution assumption for the level-of-service coefficients implies a log-normal distribution for the money value of time, which is obtained as the ratio of the travel time and travel cost coefficients (Ben-Akiva et al., 1993 , on the other hand, specify a log-normal distribution for the money value of time by imposing the a priori assumption that the cost coefficient is fixed, while allowing the travel time coefficient to be lognormally distributed; the specification in this paper is more general than the one used by Ben-Akiva et
al.).
The 
The unconditional probability of choosing alternative i on choice occasion t for a randomly selected individual q can now be obtained by integrating the conditional multinomial choice probabilities in equation (3) 
The disaggregate-level self-and cross-elasticities are cumbersome though straightforward to compute from the choice probability expression in equation (4) 
The unconditional likelihood function of the choice sequence is:
The goal of the maximum likelihood procedure is to estimate . The log-likelihood function is
The log-likelihood function involves the evaluation of a multi-dimensional integral.
Conventional quadrature techniques cannot compute the integrals with sufficient precision and speed for estimation via maximum likelihood when the dimensionality of the integration is greater than 2 (see Revelt and Hajivassiliou and Ruud, 1994) .
We apply Monte Carlo simulation techniques to approximate the integrals in the loglikelihood function and maximize the resulting simulated log-likelihood function. The simulation procedure is similar to the one used by Revelt and Train (1997) . The simulated log-likelihood function is constructed as:
The parameter vector is estimated as the vector value that maximizes the above simulated function. Under rather weak regularity conditions, the maximum simulated log-likelihood (MSL) estimator is consistent, asymptotically efficient, and asymptotically normal (see Hajivassiliou and Ruud, 1994 and Lee, 1992) . However, the MSL estimator will generally be a biased simulation of the maximum log-likelihood (ML) estimator because of the logarithmic transformation in the log-likelihood function. This bias decreases as the number of repetitions increase. Brownstone and Train (1997) have shown the bias to be negligible with as few as 125
repetitions in the context of the RCL model. Earlier applications of the RCL model have employed about 250-500 draws (see McFadden and Train, 1997; Revelt and Train, 1997; Brownstone and Train, 1997; and Bhat, 1998) , and this range is now generally used as the norm for RCL model estimation. In the current paper, we use 1000 repetitions for accurate simulations of the individual log-likelihood functions and to reduce simulation variance of the SML estimator.
All estimations and computations were carried out using the GAUSS programming language on a personal computer. Gradients of the simulated log-likelihood function with respect to the parameters were coded. procedures). This survey collected a multiple-weekday (either three-day or five-day) travel diary for some households, and it is this multi-day sample that is used here. In addition to the travel diary, the survey also collected individual and household socio-demographic information.
Empirical Analysis of Urban
In this paper, we examine mode choice among five travel modes: drive alone, shared-ride with 2 people, shared-ride with 3 or more individuals, transit, and walk (these five modes account for about 99% of all modes chosen for the work trip in the Bay area). The sample comprises 520 individuals, who are observed to make a total of 2806 home-based work trips.
About 78% of individuals in the sample used the same commute mode on all their choice occasions, while the remainder used a mixture of commute modes. Among individuals who used some combination of modes, the most frequent combinations were a) drive alone and sharedride with 2 people (57% of combination users), b) drive alone and shared-ride with 3 or more people (10% of combination users), and c) shared-ride with 2 people and shared-ride with 3 or more people (8% of combination users).
The motorized travel modes available for any home-based work trip were determined from household vehicle holding information (for the drive alone mode) and the origin and destination of the trip (for the transit mode). The walk mode was considered to be available to an individual if the walk time was less than 1 hour (this estimate was based on an examination of the distribution of walk times for those work trips for which the walk mode was chosen; the maximum walk time if walk was chosen was 56 minutes).
Level of service data were generated for each zonal pair in the study area and by peak and off-peak periods. These data were appropriately appended to the home-based trips based on the origin-destination and time of day of trips. Three level-of-service variables were used in the current analysis: travel cost, in-vehicle travel time, and out-of-vehicle travel time. A detailed description of the procedures and assumptions employed in arriving at the level-of-service data is beyond the scope of the current paper, but is available in Purvis (1996) . 
. Empirical Results
We present the results for three models here: a) the multinomial logit (MNL) model, b) the deterministic-coefficients logit (DCL) model in which observed heterogeneity in the levelof-service coefficients is added to the MNL model while at the same time ensuring negative coefficients on the cost and time variables for all individuals, and c) the random-coefficients logit (RCL) model in which unobserved heterogeneity is superimposed on the DCL model (see section 1). The results are shown in Table 2 . We maintain the car mode as the base in accommodating differences in intrinsic mode preferences across individuals. To identify the model parameters in the RCL model, we also have to normalize the standard deviation of the distribution of one of the mode preference terms. While many normalizations are possible, we adopt a normalization value of zero since the MNL model and the DCL model are nested within the resulting RCL model. An additional issue is that the estimation results for the RCL model are not invariant to the alternative whose standard deviation is normalized to zero (see BenAkiva and Bolduc, 1996) . So, the analyst must attempt to normalize the standard deviation for the alternative with the minimum variance. In mode choice modeling, we expect the drive alone mode to have minimum variance in intrinsic preference (across individuals) since unobserved modal factors such as comfort and privacy are likely to vary least across individuals for the drive alone mode. Hence, we normalize the variance of the intrinsic preference term for the drive alone mode to zero.
The multinomial logit (MNL) model results in Table 2 show that as the ratio of the number of vehicles to workers in a household increases, it is less likely that the transit or walk modes will be chosen relative to the drive alone mode (there was no significant difference due to this variable on the preference for drive alone and the shared-ride modes). There is a preference for the transit mode over all other modes for trips that end in the San Francisco The results are shown in Table 3 .
Between the DCL and MNL models, the DCL model implies about the same (average) cost sensitivity and a higher (average) out-of-vehicle travel time sensitivity relative to the MNL.
The RCL model shows variation in the average values of the mode, median, and mean for the response coefficients due to the significant unobserved variation in sensitivity across individuals. The higher value for the mean of the response coefficients relative to the median and mode (and for the median relative to the mode) in the RCL model is a result of the left skew and long right tail of the log-normal distribution. It is interesting to note that even the mode of each response coefficient in the RCL model is greater than the corresponding coefficient value implied by the DCL model. In section 4.3, we examine the implications for policy analysis of the differences in responsiveness estimates among the MNL, DCL, and RCL models. The differences in empirical results among the MNL, DCL and RCL models suggest the need to apply formal statistical tests to determine the structure that is most consistent with the data. In this section, we present the substantive policy implications obtained from the MNL, DCL, and RCL models regarding the effect of changes in level-of-service of the different nonwalk modes on drive alone mode share. The substantive implications are examined in terms of the aggregate-level self and cross-elasticity effects which provide the proportional change in the expected market share of the drive alone mode in response to a uniform percentage change (across all individuals) in the level-of-service measures of non-walk modes. Table 5 shows the elasticity effects. All the models show that the drive alone selfelasticities are much higher in magnitude than the cross-elasticities of other modes on the drive alone mode; this result emphasizes the potential effectiveness of solo-auto use disincentives in reducing drive alone mode share. The drive alone self-elasticities also indicate that an increase in out-of-vehicle travel time (for example, due to an employer-based trip-reduction plan that aims at making drive alone parking far removed from the work place) is the most effective means of reducing drive alone mode share.
The (average) implied values of in-vehicle time from the DCL model (see bottom of
Between the deterministic-coefficients logit (DCL) and multinomial logit (MNL) models, the DCL model shows a lower cost self-elasticity and a higher out-of-vehicle time selfelasticity (the MNL in-vehicle time self-elasticity is zero because the in-vehicle time variable does not appear in the MNL model). The random-coefficients logit (RCL) model suggests larger self-elasticities for all level-of-service variables relative to the MNL and DCL models. The drive alone cost (out-of-vehicle time) self-elasticity suggested by the RCL model is 53% (108%) and 90% (80%) higher than the cost (out-of-vehicle time) self-elasticity from the MNL model and the DCL model, respectively. The in-vehicle time self-elasticity from the RCL model is 137% higher than that from the DCL model. In summary, the MNL and DCL models substantially underestimate the decrease in drive alone mode share in response to auto-use disincentives.
The cross-elasticities in Table 5 show that, in general, reducing the cost of non-drive alone modes will have a smaller impact on drive alone mode share than reducing travel times of non-drive alone modes. Further, improvements in the "shared-ride with 2 people" mode level
of-service appears to be very effective in reducing drive alone share. This finding is useful because it suggests exploring the possibility of extending the cost and time benefits which are presently limited to the "shared-ride with 3+ people" mode in the Bay area to the "shared-ride with 2 people" mode. Currently, tolls on most bridges and roads are waived, and a travel time bonus is provided (by allowing toll booth queues to be bypassed), for the "shared-ride with 3+
people" mode, but not for the "shared-ride with 2 people" mode.
The cross-elasticity estimates do not show much variation between the MNL and DCL models. However, as in the case of the self-elasticities, the RCL cross-elasticities are larger than those from the other two models. This is particularly so for the cross-elasticities of the drive alone mode with respect to improvements in the shared-ride modes, where the RCL crosselasticities are about 120-180% higher than those from the DCL model. In summary, the MNL and DCL models considerably underestimate the decrease in drive alone mode share due to incentives for the use of non-drive alone modes, particularly those associated with improvements in the shared-ride modes.
Summary and Conclusions Summary and Conclusions Summary and Conclusions Summary and Conclusions
This paper has formulated a multinomial-logit based model of travel mode choice that accommodates observed and unobserved taste variations, and ensures the correct sign on the level-of-service measures for all individuals.
The maximum-likelihood estimation of the random-coefficients mode choice model requires the evaluation of a multi-dimensional integral for the choice probabilities. The multi-dimensional integral cannot be evaluated analytically since it does not have a closed-form solution. In the empirical application of this paper, there are three level-of-service variables and up to five available alternatives, necessitating the evaluation of a 7-dimensional integral for the choice probabilities. We employ a simulated maximum-likelihood procedure in which the multidimensional integral is evaluated using Monte-Carlo techniques.
We have applied a) the multinomial logit without variation in level-of-service coefficients (i.e., the MNL model), b) the multinomial logit model with variation in level-ofservice coefficients due to observed individual attributes (i.e, the deterministic coefficients logit or DCL model) and c) the proposed multinomial logit model which superimposes unobserved variation in intrinsic mode preferences and level-of-service responsiveness across individuals In an empirical comparison of data fit, we found that the RCL model provides a dramatic improvement in fit relative to the DCL model. The DCL model, in turn, rejects the MNL model based on a likelihood ratio test. Thus, the MNL and the DCL models are mis-specified.
The substantive policy implications of changes in modal level-of-service on travel mode shares are quite different among the MNL, DCL, and RCL models. In this paper, we have focused on the effect of level-of-service changes for the alternative modes on drive alone mode share. Our results indicate that the MNL and DCL models underestimate the decrease in drive alone market share in response to auto-use disincentives. The MNL and DCL models also underestimate the decrease in drive alone mode share in response to improvements in sharedride and transit level-of-service. These results imply that the simpler MNL and DCL models provide inappropriate evaluations of policy actions aimed at alleviating urban traffic congestion problems.
Overall, the empirical results emphasize the need to accommodate observed and unobserved heterogeneity across individuals in urban mode choice modeling. Specifically, not accounting for such heterogeneity is likely to have serious consequences on data fit as well as on policy conclusions regarding the effectiveness of auto-use disincentive and rideshare-use incentive programs. Of course, the extent to which ignoring unobserved heterogeneity affects model fit and policy conclusions is dependent on the model specification. As the ability to explain variations in mode choice behavior as a function of observed individual characteristics improves, the consequences of not accommodating unobserved heterogeneity decrease.
However, as in the current paper, there will almost always be quite substantial variations not explainable even by the best systematic specification of the effect of observed individual characteristics. Thus, it behooves the analyst to accommodate unobserved heterogeneity.
The random-coefficients logit model in the current paper is more general in specification than most previous applications of random-coefficients in economics and transportation.
However, it is still restrictive in at least two respects. First, we have assumed specific distributional forms for the unobserved heterogeneity associated with the alternative specific constants and the level-of-service coefficients. A more general approach would adopt a nonparametric form for the unobserved heterogeneity. Problems with the non-parametric form, however, are that a) the non-negative restrictions on the cost/time parameters have to be imposed explicitly which can lead to difficulty in estimation and b) it does not provide an analytic distribution for the money value of travel time, an important consideration in economic and social benefit-cost analysis. Second, we have assumed the random-coefficients to be mutually independent. More generally, the random-coefficients can be specified to be correlated and originating from a multi-variate joint distribution. But assuming correlated random components destroys the appealing result that the implied money values of travel time (obtained as the ratio of travel time coefficients and the travel cost coefficient) have a tractable log-normal distribution.
Notwithstanding the problems associated with adopting a non-parametric distributional form for model coefficients and correlated random components, these two generalizations are useful avenues for future empirical research in travel choice modeling. Tables   Table 1.  Sample Statistics   Table 2 . Urban Mode Choice Estimation Results The availability shares represent the share of home-based work trips for which the mode is available.
List of
2 The numbers in the table for the modal level-of-service measures denote one-way mean (no parenthesis) and standard deviation (parenthesis) values across trips for which the mode is available. The relative magnitudes of the level-of-service variables across modes varies substantially based on the origin and destination of trips. These variations are not borne out by the mean statistics presented in the table. For example, the mean drive alone cost for trips destined to the San Francisco downtown area is $6.60, while the corresponding mean transit cost is only $1.49. 3 The shared-ride mode with three or more individuals (shared ride-3+ mode)is exempt from most bridge and other tolls in the San Francisco Bay area; hence the substantially lower average cost of the "shared ride-3+" mode compared to the drive alone and "shared ride-2" modes. The coefficients on the level-of-service constants for the MNL model represent the direct (and invariant across individuals) effect of the level-of-service variable on modal utility. The coefficients reported on the constants and other variables for the DCL model are such that the exponent of the sum of the linear combination of the coefficients with the corresponding variables provides the sensitivity to level-of-service. The coefficients reported on the constants and other variables for the RCL model are such that the exponent of the sum of the linear combination of the coefficients with the corresponding variables provides the median sensitivity to level-of-service (across individuals). We do not report any t-statistics for the constants in the DCL and RCL models because the only reasonable test of the constant parameters would be against a value of negative infinity. The estimated standard errors of the constant parameters are very small relative to their estimated magnitudes. 
